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Abstract: 

The present paper focuses on the study and observation of representation of 

homosexual in Hindi mainstream cinema. Cinema akin to all other forms of art 

is part of social realism and to bring change in society. As a most impactful tool 

cinema has power and impact on the thoughts of society the way nations build 

up its attitude towards the system. Society forms notion about gender, sex, 

identity gender role through the very powerful medium of cinema. Therefore 

the erroneous gender stereotypes in the films results in the distortion of gender 

roles. This gets cramped and confined in the mind of viewers. The present study 

is focusing on the few of the movies of Indian Cinema which have portrayed the 

homosexuality also known as LGBT community. The paper presents emotional 

complexity of homosexual characters. The representation of such sexuality and 

society’s् reaction् towards् the् homosexuality् has् remained् untold् in् main 

stream Hindi movie, though its one of the reality of world. Cinema is a kind of 

communicator that influences the citizens utmost. The study will observe how 

cinema helped in creating a positive perspective regarding homosexuality in the 

psyche of viewers. 
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In the 7Os, the worldwide gay rights movement opened the eyes of 

filmmakers and soon alternate sexuality became a commonly explored theme. It 
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took another 40 years for Indian filmmakers to even begin hinting at the idea of 

homosexuality. In a country where sex continues to be a taboo topic, no one 

dared to explore themes of same-sex relationships. In the past several years, even 

while continuing to perpetuate stereotypes about homosexuality, the Indian 

cinema has opened up the conversation about the same to the public. 

Human society is a complex organization of human relationships. The 

implication of such a structure is that the human beings act and interact with 

each other in accordance with the role they play. Their role in relation to each 

other is further conditioned by the status they occupy. The basic criterion of 

defining status and role for any individual in the society has been sex and gender. 

Hence, LGBT (Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, Transgenders) people are forced to lead 

a secluded life of their own and live in isolation. They never pose any threat to 

the society but always lead a threatened life on account of the derogatory attitude 

of the people towards them.  

In the given socio-cultural gestalt of Indian society homosexuality is 

considered as an abnormal activity. With spoiled identity and engagement in the 

non-normal activities these people are assumed to be a deviant and their 

activities्as्deviant्behaviour.्This्‘exclusion’्has्given्them्different्gender्

roles based on their perceived unusual sexual and gender identity . The politics 

of् ‘exclusion’्has्been्very्well्described्by्Foucault् in्his् ‘The्Order्of्

Discourse्(1981)’.्LGBT्people्lack्the्‘structural्support’्which्heterosexuals्

possess. The battle of the LGBT people is a battle against the entire cultural 

system.  

While there are various issues that are becoming the basis of film making 

in India, the issue of LGBT community has not occupied much space in Hindi 

Cinema especially in commercial films. The commercial Hindi films have 

showed LGBT community very often as part of a film to introduce humor 

content in the films. Films have failed to deal with the community problems and 

issues, which shows the lack of acceptability of the community in the 

mainstream films. Cinema is considered as the reflection of society, while gender 

and sexuality remain at the core of how we think about our identities. The works 

of Social theorists such as Anthony Giddens, Michel Foucault and Judith Butler 
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on identity give us more to work with when considering the role of cinema in 

the formation and negotiation of gender and sexual identities. 

In mainstream Hindi movies, there have been very few lesbian, gay or 

transgender leading characters. The mainstream filmmakers are increasingly 

happy to have non-heterosexuals in supporting roles-often्the्‘gay्best्friend’्

character, wise and sensitive, who can help to guide the main character towards 

happiness.्However,्there्are्number्of्‘arthouse’्films्with्gay्characters्or्

themes, but it seems reasonable to assert that these will have had a limited impact 

on the general public consciousness. Few Indian Queer Film Festivals like 

Kashish: Mumbai International Queer Film Festival; Nigah Queer Fest, Delhi; 

Bangalore Queer Film Festival; Dialogues: Annual Kolkata Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 

and Transgender Film and Video Festival and Lesbian and Gay Film Festival at 

Panjab University, Chandigarh are playing a crucial role in taking queer cinema 

to queer as well as mainstream audience. Bollywood can take some credit for 

making the LGBT community visible on big screen at least but it is the cinema 

shown at festivals that brings out the plight of LGBT community as real, credible 

human beings.  

It is here that stories are told with compassion and are meant to touch 

the hearts and not take them on the voyeuristic tour.The homophobia which we 

witness today in the society, manifested in beatings and murders of gay people 

in the West, public execution in the Middle East, violence against gay people 

and calls to persecute them in many countries, including India and Nepal, is a 

product not of the ancient or medieval past, but rather of modernity. Under 

colonial rule, what was a minor strain of homophobia in Indian traditions 

became the dominant ideology. The British introduced in India, as in most 

countries they colonized, a law criminalizing homosexuality. In India, this law, 

prohibiting्sex्‘against्the्order्of्nature’्(Section्377,्Indian्Penal्Code, 

1860) remains in the books. It is widely used to blackmail and harass gay men 

and women. 

 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES:  
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1.  To्study्Hindi्queer्cinema्as्a्means्to्understand्what्being्‘queer’्

means.  

2.  To study the problems and issues of the LGBT people as raised and 

discussed in Hindi cinema.  

HYPOTHESIS:  

1.  Hindi queer cinema portrays stereotyped LGBT characters 

2.  The issues and problems of LGBT people in Hindi cinema are always a side 

story and are used for comic relief to entertain audience.  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:  

The्research्methodology्adopted्for्the्research्study्is्‘Content्Analysis’.्

Content Analysis of the Hindi movies featuring LGBT characters is done. Before 

selecting the films for the research study, a small pilot study was done and all 

the Hindi films made on LGBT themes between (1990 and 2016) were observed 

and studied .As 1990s was the time period when the Hindi cinema started having 

LGBT representation in the films due to the culmination of the gay rights 

movement in the Indian society. Before this too, LGBT characters had 

representation in the Hindi cinema but it was majorly in the form of 

Transvestite/Cross dressing. 

QUEST FOR ACCEPTANCE: 

Section 377 must be repealed. This will not end homophobia. Section 377 is an 

old-fashioned law and does not fit into the most beautiful idea of India: that of 

a liberal pluralistic inclusive culture where difference is celebrated and unity on 

diversity is upheld as a tradition. To believe that the government should be 

allowed to tell its citizens who they may love or not love sounds like something 

out of an Orwellian nightmare. The heart has its reasons we have been told and 

so does the body. The State should not choose to control that which cannot be 

controlled. If we laugh at King Canute who thought he could control the tides, 

how can we not laugh at a statue that seeks to uphold some ancient ideas about 

homosexuality, that seeks to control that what is natural and inherent in one-

tenth of humanity? 
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The question here arises that how can the law demean those whose 

sexuality does not fit into the heterosexual framework. Section 377 must go. 

This will not end homophobia-the law cannot tell people what they may or may 

not hate any more than it can mandate love-but it will strike a blow at the 

narrow-mindedness that prevents people from becoming the heaven of freedom 

into which they wish to awake.  

LGBT community and Queer Hindi Cinema-Analysis  

LGBT characters in Queer Hindi cinema bear the burden of crude jokes and are 

generally shown as objects of ridicule. During the so-called्‘Golden्Era’्of्Hindi्

Cinema, i.e. the period from mid 50s to mid 60s, LGBT characters were 

generally shown as companions to heroines or hero. Some of the actors, would 

cross dress deliberately in an attempt to evoke laughter. Commercial Hindi 

Cinema has a long tradition of having comic sequences or songs featuring 

crossdressing्male्stars.्‘Mere्Angane्mein’्number्from्the्1981्super्hit्

Lawaaris, where Amitabh Bachchan crossdressed as woman to be mistaken as a 

eunuch;् Rishi् Kapoor् crossdressed् in् 1975’s् Rafoo्Chakkar.् It् was् the् late्

comedian Mehmood who, for the first time, represented eunuchs in a 

respectable manner in his blockbuster Kunwara Baap. 

According to Hoshang Merchant in्movies् like् Andaz् (‘A्Matter् of्

Style’,्1949)्and्Sangam्(‘Confluence’,्1964)्where्‘the्real्love्plot्is्dosti्

or yaarana (friendship) between the two heroes and the female lead is there only 

to्here्‘the्real्love्plot्is्dosti्or्yaarana्(friendship) between the two heroes 

and the female lead is there only to lessen the homosexual sting. According to 

Shohini Ghosh the film Dosti (1964)-dealing् with् ‘the् intense् friendship्

between two poor and physically-disabled young men who struggle to survive 

in्the्city’-as an allegory of homosexual love expressed through the metaphor 

of physical disability. R.Raj Rao, Gayathri Gopinath and Ashok Row Kavi have 

all queered Bollywood in a similar vein. 

Mostly trans characters are given horrific treatment. They are often seen 

to be preying on the hero sexually (almost always, without their consent) or 

turned्into्exaggerated्‘effeminate’्caricatures्who्are्there्to्elicit्laughs.्
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Films्like्‘Kya्Kool्Hain्Hum’,्‘Partner’,्‘Style’,्and्many्more्featured्such्

horrific् stereotypes् of् trans् women् as् sexually् predatory.् The् film् ‘Masti’्

(2004) probably had the worst kind of portrayal. Hindi cinema must be guilty 

of portraying LGBT characters in a highly demeaning manner. Movies like such 

may be entertaining to watch but are they giving fair screen representation to 

the LGBT community, remains a daunting question. The year 2016 got to see 

some्positive्LGBT्representation्in्Hindi्cinema,्through्films्like्‘Aligarh’्

and्‘Kapoor्and्Sons’.्In्2018्‘Ek्Ladaki्ko्Dekha्To Eisa्Laga’्in्spite्of्

having very homosexual theme in its background has given the importance to 

other issues more than this. 

The question here arises as to why; there are a handful of explicitly gay-

themed films which have visible LGBT characters. In almost every Hindi film, 

either the trans person is portrayed as a horrifying villain or in a comic way with 

offensive transphobic humour directed at them. There is other extreme where 

the्trans्person्is्seen्as्outside्the्bounds्of्‘normal’-as a sexual predator, 

a्child्molester,्or्someone्who्is्out्to्prey्on्(cis)्hero्or्heroine.्1991’s्

Mast्Kalander्is्a्landmark्movie.्It्was्the्Bollywood’s्first्movie्to्have्

openly featured first gay character Pinku. (Pinku in his flaming yellow or pink 

suits, Pinku is both pansy and comic rolled into one. A gay little tune strikes up 

whenever he enters and to make it really sure that one is left in no doubt about 

film,्Pinku्in्his्opening्scene्runs्his्fingers्over्his्father’s्brawny्body्

and् asks् ‘Daddy् hamara body aapke jaise strong aur muscular kyoon nahin 

hain?) The lesbian-themed films like Fire (1998) where two sisters-in-law 

neglected by their respective husbands find comfort in each other arms and 

Girlfriend (2004) where an obsessive lesbian ready to do anything to win her 

girlfriend back from a man created lot of controversy at the time of release of 

the movie. Shifting to non-commercial् Riyad् Wadia’s् BOMgay् (1996)् is्

acknowledged् as् India’s् first् gay् film् while् Gulabi् Aaina (2003) has the 

distinction of्being्India’s्First्Kothi्film.्However,्these्films्have्only्been्

screened privately or at film festivals (they were either denied a censor certificate 

or did not bother applying) thus limiting their audience reach, despite the 

favourable publicity they received. 
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Unfortunately,्mainstream्Hindi्cinema्couldn’t्do्much्justice्to्the्

queer् identities.् Madhur् Bhandarkar’s् ‘Page3’् Anurag् Basu’s् ‘Life् in् a्

….Metro’,् Reema् Kagti’s् ‘Honeymoon् Travels’,् Karan् Razdan’s् ‘Girlfriend’,्

‘Hum् Hain् Rahi् Pyaar् Ke’,् ‘Raja् Hindustani’,् ‘Taal’,् ‘Kal् Ho् Na् Ho’,्

propagated same gay stereotypes which should have been avoided. There are 

host of alternate Hindi films that made an effort to understand the queer 

movement.् Few् amongst् those् are् ‘My् Brother…Nikhil’,् ‘IAM’,् ‘Yours्

Emotionally’,्‘Water’,्‘I्Can’t्Think्Straight’,्‘Luck्by्Chance’,्68्Pages’,्The्

Pink्Mirror’,्and्so्on.्The्contributions्of्gay्rights्activists्and्filmmakers्

like Sridhar Rangayan, Onir and Rituparno Ghosh to this genre have been 

remarkable.  

CONCLUSION: 

Times are changing and with that sexual minorities are slowly finding a place in 

Hindi cinema. Gay characters are slowly finding space in the movies and 

discussions of the rights of marginalized groups have also surfaced within 

popular culture. Mainstream Hindi cinema has begun to talk openly about the 

subject, though not always with a great degree of sensitivity. The question is not 

here of what some people think and believe but of justice and equal treatment. 

The gay sidekick is a regular comic character in many Hindi films from the 1990s. 

It would be wrong to judge and discriminate people who may be different from 

the stereotype which is again man made. Portrayal of life stories and issues faced 

by lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgenders, hijras and others who identified as 

‘queer’्in्films्in्a्positive्manner्has्acted्as्a्balm्for्the्community.्The्

social acceptance of the community will only happen when the LGBT characters 

in films are given fair treatment. The mainstream Hindi cinema failed to portray 

vividly the plight of LGBT characters and their interpersonal relations in 

comparison to alternate Hindi cinema.  

When a majority of filmmakers can make films on heterosexual relations 

then् why् can’t् few् filmmakers् make् films् on् LGBT् issues् and् problems.्

Though few directors have tried their hands on making movies on LGBT people 

and their issues but there still remain so many things unexplored. Many people 
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in India today follow alternate sexualities but they refuse to talk about it openly 

because of the fear of discrimination by the mainstream society. A lot more 

representation is needed in terms of Hindi cinema which can provide the much-

needed platform for interaction between people who are still in the closet. At 

times the censor board put a spanner and often government machinery is found 

to be not in sync with the changing times and ethos and then there are fringe 

groups that creates controversy. The commercial failure of LGBT films also raises 

a big question-whether the attitude of the people towards the LGBT community 

is changed or changing or has changed or yet to change? The question here 

arises whether the gender discourse has accommodated them or not remains a 

daunting question. It is what the holistic representation in the films that the 

community is waiting for. It is important to recognize and highlight these new 

challenges that our society has to encounter. The engagement of the LGBT 

community be it with the political class, be it art or films- needs to be proactive. 

Why is there this silence when we talk about sexuality? Why do one have to hide 

his/her्sexual्orientation?्One्doesn’t्have्to्hide् if्one् is्a्heterosexual,्

they why does one have to hide if one is lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender. 

This् is् something्which् is्primary् to्human्existence,् to् leading्one’s् life्

with dignity. This silence is not going to help the community and has to end. 

Being out matters! 
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